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**Alphabet to shut Google+ after user data exposed**

SAN FRANCISCO: Alphabet Inc’s Google will shut down the consumer version of its failed social networking website Google+ after learning that an undetected flaw in its data-sharing system resulted in the loss of the personal info of at least 500,000 users may have been exposed to hundreds of external developers.

The sleuth was discovered and published in March as part of a review of how Google shares data with other applications. Google said in a blog post. No develop-
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**Shardal Makes His Mark at New York's Fashion Week**

Shardal Designs: Shardal, a fashion designer, known for his bold and unique designs, has made his mark at New York’s Fashion Week. His collection, titled “A New Beginning,” showcases his signature style that combines traditional and modern elements.
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**Al-Shabab Leader's Death Could Mark Shift in Extremist Network**

NATO: An Al-Shabab leader was killed in a US military strike in a move that could mark a shift in the extremist network's strategy.
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**The 20 Best Places to Visit in 2019**

The World Wildlife Fund has released its annual list of the 20 best places to visit in 2019. From ancient ruins to vibrant cities, the list includes destinations that offer unique experiences and opportunities for adventure.
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**Better late than never for expat Pak cricketer from Kuwait**

Despite the fact that a Pakistani cricketer has been waiting for years to return home, the athlete has now finally been granted permission to return to his homeland.
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**By Mohammad Al-Enezi and B Izzak**

KUWAIT: The powerful apparatus is planning to ban hiring permits to expatriates without university degrees entering Kuwait to work in the private sector unless they have a minimum of four years' experience working abroad as a professional or in a skilled field.

**Haley resigns as US envoy; probe urged on her travel**

WASHINGTON: Nikki Haley resigned yesterday as the US ambassador to the United Nations, in the latest departure from President Donald Trump’s national security team. Meeting Haley in the Oval Office, Trump said that Haley had done a “fantastic job” and would leave at the end of the year. “She told me probably six months ago,” Trump told reporters, “I want to take a little time off.” “A successor will be named ‘in the next few months’,” he said.

**Plans to allow expats with ‘good’ GPA to work in Kuwait**

Mol: Medical checkups must for returning maids • MP: Pay Kuwaiti housewives KD 300
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KUWAIT: The powerful apparatus is planning to ban hiring permits to expatriates without university degrees entering Kuwait to work in the private sector unless they have a minimum of four years’ experience working abroad as a professional or in a skilled field.

**Riyadh allows Turkey to search Saudi consulate**

AWAMA: Saudi Arabia has agreed to let Turkish authorities search the kingdom’s diplomatic consulate, a newspaper reported. Khashoggi was being searched by Saudi authorities. The story of Antara breaks across the.